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Dear All 

I think it is time for a newsletter.   The more observant of you will notice that I haven’t written one for about 

a year.  This is because a journalist said he thought my writing was non-sensical and that Diana ought to 

write them as she has a warmer more readable style.  So I stopped.  I then just came across our August 

newsletter of 2015 and I enjoyed it as I had written it!  I can see it is querky but then you all understand that 

as it is part of the character of what we represent so here is another newsletter! 

I have called this ‘Late Spring Newsletter’ as I was strimming the garden yesterday in preparation for our 

departure to Burgundy and our new barge trip.  I heard the cuckoo.  Very late for a cuckoo but then I thought 

the weather has been so bad that it probably thinks it is Spring, so it is heralding Spring in the middle of 

June.  

We have just come back from Tuscany.  Diana and I had left ourselves a few days before the start of the 

week to do some Tuscan preparations out there and it poured every day.  Like a petulant child screaming it 

was unpleasant and would not stop.   Then, when we started walking, out came the sun.  I do think that for 

content this is one of the most beautiful weeks we do.   We started with two gardens and a John Donne 

poem.  The second garden at Bomarzo was created for love using Ariosto’s epic mid sixteenth century poem 

‘Orlando Furioso’ as a focus (a ‘Game of Thrones’ romp of pages and pages of surreal bizarreness on love 

and heroism, including one part where ‘a friend’ travels in Elijah’s flaming chariot to the moon to regain the 

wits of one of the heroes, as the moon is where everything lost on Earth can be found …)  ‘The Good 

Morrow’ by Donne was a good example of how love is or can be. 
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Then you have three of Diana’s al fresco picnics.  We ford two rivers, if it has rained, and it is easy!  It is 

like a scene from the African Queen.  You taste the difference between three great Tuscan reds: Brunello, 

Vino Nobile and Chianti.   You see the extraordinary beauty of Sienese art in the masterwork of Duccio, the 

Maesta, finished in 1311 and oozing sensuality.  I always think that Sienese art is the soft feminine 

counterpart to Florentine masculinity.  There is a gentleness of expression, a fluidity of line and an overall 

feeling of Godliness.  I hope I am not putting you off (!) but every year we go there, we do find this a 

privilege of what we do … to be able to see this painting again and again and also the fantastically dynamic 

late C13th human sculptures of Giovanni Pisano eulogised by Henry Moore.   Then there is cooking in Siena 

where you learn about Italian cooking.  Lastly let us not forget the landscape you are walking through … it 

is stunning.  To then see the garden of La Foce mid week in the early morning light with the cut-card shape 

of Monte Amiata as a backdrop and learn about the humanism and efforts of Iris Origo in the C20th … well 

come along!  This just colours the week, please do not feel you need to have an opinion!  We just off-load 

with our genuine enthusiasm!  For flowers and dramatic hill drama think of Umbria though! 

For those of you wishing to get a feel for Tuscany but not wanting to travel so far then come over to us in 

France!  It is a strange thing to say but many people call where Diana and I live, the Quercy, ‘Little 

Tuscany’, as the landscape is often so similar.  We have just found the most amazing mill house on the Célé 

river.  It is incredibly beautiful and reminds us of Florence’s house in the Bearn that we use for our first 

three nights of our Basque week.  In May the Mill House is covered with flowering creeping roses and we 

propose to stay there for three nights surrounded by cliffs.  You can swim in the river or in the beautifully 

situated pool.  Diana and I will do the cooking, allowing us to unleash some bottles from our cellar which 

out-smarts our normal restaurants.   We will propose three new day walks from here.  We will also use this 

house for our St James Way: Conques to Cahors week proposed for 2017 but more of this in the next 

newsletter … maybe written by Diana … 

 

 

 

For those of you wishing to send a note of condolence, it is important that you know Choco-oioi died last 

year.  He was getting old and disorientated.  We miss him.  Quercy walks are therefore dogless sadly but 

still coloured with donkeys. 

Family-wise, Coco is in northern Peru working on a humanitarian project set up by Alan Douglas 

duFresne’s son.  A noble project indeed.  Louis is studying jewellry at Central St Martin’s art school in 

London and faring well.  We love them as we do you all and look forward to seeing you all soon!! 

With love 

James Diana Coco and Louis  


